


It’s Sunday night and everyone’s Home.
Mom, Dad, and the siblings, each on their own.
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Post dinner they split to do their own things.
Mom read, Dad “cleaned,” the kids on their screens.
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I make my last rounds and sit by their sides
To get last minute pets, before bed time arrives.
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I dream of endless fields, fetch, and all sorts of things.
Delaying the loneliness the weekdays will bring.
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But alas, when I woke, and took my first stroll
No one had left for stores, work, or school.

Could this be real? Or maybe a trick?
One more day of games and faces to lick?
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They all gathered round for our time to play.
I wish, oh I wish, this could be everyday.

I ran, and I jumped, and we played tug-o-war
They laughed and they cried, and then laughed some more.
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We all went to bed with fullness of heart,
But what felt like an end, was really a start.
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Again the next day, everyone’s home.
No work, no school, no aisles to roam.
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And the day after that, and the following too,
We all were at home, stuck together like glue.
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They put me in hats, in costumes, and glasses
We cuddle for hours, no care as time passes.
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I ate lots of treats, and whenever was able
Got my siblings to drop food under the table.
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We worked in the garden and I helped a lot...

...and for my service, a bath’s what I got.
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We went for long walks and at a brisk pace.
But not before mom put a mask on her face.
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Something was wrong, and I was not sure
If bad things could happen on our neighborhood tour.
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But it was not that, for when we got home,
Dad sat at the table looking scared and alone.
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The TV was loud, full of voices and shouting.
The kids in their rooms, doing schoolwork while pouting.
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What’s going on? Why is everyone sad?
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Is being home with the dog really that bad?
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This went on for days or maybe for weeks.
Tired eyes and frowns replaced once smiling cheeks.
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My pets had decreased, the treats had slowed down.
My gleeful attempts, mostly met with a frown.
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I’ve had enough! No one else I can count on!
I planned one last act of desperate rebellion. 
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I knew there was one treasure my family did hoard.
It stayed in the bathroom behind a locked door.
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So I busted in and there did I find
A roll of white gold, ripe to unwind.
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I tugged and I pulled and I wrapped myself up.
I will show them the true might of a pup.
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I ran down the stairs to show off my prize...

...and then they all noticed, strange looks in their eyes.
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It took just one moment for me to see
My act of rebellion was acknowledged with glee.
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It started with Mom, who followed my lead
And wrapped herself up with two rolls of TP.
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Then we were all parading around
Dancing like mummies and howling like hounds.

We stomped through the house with grins on our faces.
The trouble once felt had seemingly faded.
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When things settled down, we all were together
Thinking about the storm we would weather

And though times were tough, and scary, and sad,
One little act made things not so bad.
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So from now on I have a new ploy
To break up the sadness with one act of joy.
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Cause why are we here if not to be glad?
When everyones home, things aren’t so bad.
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In loving memory of Chuck Josephson,
a well of positivity, humor, and unquestioning support.

His generous and creative spirit lives on through his 
children, grand children, and great grand children. 

Author’s Footnote: The family in this book were responsible human beings and re-rolled their toilet paper after their mummy party. 
The dog could not figure out how to do it. 

For more information on the book, and how to donate to Covid-19 relief, visit: www.summercamp.la/eah
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http://www.summercamp.la/eah

